4036 Campbell Range Road, Kamloops, BC, V2C 6W4 (1) 250 573 5607
info@campbellhillsguestranch.com
campbellhillsguestranch@shaw.ca
GPS Coordinates: 50°33ʹ52.30ʺN, 120°05ʹ58.54ʺW
DRIVING DIRECTIONS
Driving Directions from Calgary:
Hwy 1 west, towards Kamloops. Take exit Barnhartvale Rd / Dallas drive / Kipp
Road Go left past Tumbleweeds Pub, and take the next left , so you are on Dallas
Drive (bends to right) which turns into Barnhartvale Road up into the hills,
towards Eagle Point Golf course, Do not pass Eagle Point Golfcourse!!!! turn right
on Robbins Range road, (just past the mailboxes, and across riding facility with
jumps) * which turns into Campbell Range road, (so don't turn left at the T, also
don’t take Scuitto Lake forest road on right, but keep going straight to the top of
the mountain). When you reach the top, you pass an old ranch house with Moose
antlers on the right; continue until big Yellow private rd sign plus CHGR sign on
right side, (7km from turn off Barnhartvale road to private road sign). You will
see quite a few signs along the way up! Turn right on the private road, which will
bring you towards Campbell Lake. Go past the Everett’s sign and Akashic Stables,
after a few hundred meters you'll see our Campbell Hills Guest Ranch Gate on
your right.
Driving Directions from Kamloops:
Hwy 1 East, towards Calgary. Take exit Barnhartvale Rd / Dallas drive / Kipp
Road, Take the roundabout (second exit to Dallas drive, not Todd Road!), then
Dallas Drive turns into Barnhartvale Road (bends to right) up into the hills,
towards Eagle Point Golf course, Do not pass Eagle Point Golfcourse!! Turn right
on Robbins Range road, (just past the mailboxes, and across riding facility with
jumps) * which turns into Campbell Range road, (so don't turn left at the T, also
don’t take Scuitto Lake forest road on right, but keep going straight to the top of
the mountain). When you reach the top, you pass an old ranch house with Moose
antlers on the right; continue until big Yellow private road sign plus CHGR sign
on right side (7km from turn off Barnhartvale road to private road sign). You will
see quite a few signs along the way up! Turn right on the private road, which will
bring you towards Campbell Lake. Go past the Everett’s sign and Akashic Stables,
after a few hundred meters you'll see our Campbell Hills Guest Ranch Gate on
your right.
Driving Directions from Kelowna / Vernon:
Hwy 97 towards Kamloops. When you have passed Monte Lake, take exit
Barnhartvale plus Eagle Point golf course on your left (small sign), cross rail road
and stay on Barnhartvale road for the next few km. you will pass Eagle Point Golf
course on your right, then take Robbins Range Road on your left (across riding
facility with jumps, then follow previous directions *

